
The New Standard In Touch Point Disinfection.



STORM® and M-Wipes, the world’s only spray applicator with 
wearable and disposable wipe system (Patent Pending) 
specifically invented for fast, targeted, disinfection of common 
touch points in the fight against Coronavirus. 

Stop Being Reactive.
Start Being Proactive.
With Virus Control.
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Trusted by prestigious organisations to help control the spread of Coronavirus.
See STORM® in action - www.motorscrubberclean.com/fightingcoronavirus

STORM® used at a prestigious
HEALTH & LEISURE CLUB

HOTEL

STORM® used at prestigious
GLOBAL LEADING AIRPORTS



  

We Made 
Disinfection 
Simple.

Move closer to the surface and 
spray again in a slow, controlled 

motion with STORM®.

Spray
Use STORM® 30cm(12in) away from the surface and spray 

from bottom to top, in a slow controlled motion.

Wipe
Dispense an M-Wipe from the on-board pouch and spray the 
wipe with STORM®. Now wipe the reverse side of the 3D touch 

point to apply disinfectant.

Paper towels remove disinfectant 
from the surface, so the contact time 
is not achieved, rendering the whole 

process ineffective.

Method For
Flat Touch Point 

Disinfection.

Method For
3D Touch Point 

Disinfection.

Never Use Paper TowelsSee gaps?

Spray
Use STORM® 30cm(12in) away from the surface and spray 

from bottom to top, in a slow controlled motion.

Inspect
When the disinfectant is applied correctly, STORM® will achieve a 

Perfect Liquid Layer on flat surfaces. No wiping needed.

SCAN ME 
DISCOVER 

MORE

Did You Know?

A lot of the equipment on the 
market are general sprayers, 
designed for many applications 
and are not specifically designed 
for virus disinfection.

The reverse side of door handles 
are high risk areas, due to general 
sprayers failing to give coverage on 
the reverse side.

There are 2 important factors for 
effective disinfection.

1.  A Perfect Liquid Layer of           
    disinfectant must be created, 
    with no gaps between the        
    disinfectant droplets. See gaps,       
    think risk!

2. The surface must stay wet for 
    the contact time stated for 
    your chosen chemical. 
    (Check your MSDS Sheet)
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Gaps mean the surface is not fully covered 
with disinfectant, leaving the surface at risk 
of inhabiting viruses between the droplets 
and spreading infection.

“Studies suggest that Coronaviruses 
(including preliminary information 
on the COVID-19 virus) may persist 
on surfaces for a few hours or up to 
several days. This may vary under 
different conditions (e.g. type of 
surface, temperature or humidity 
of the environment)”

-  WHO (World Health Organization)  
https://www.who.int/



Kill Viruses 
On The Go.

STORM® FEATURES

Spray On Demand

Ballistic, High Speed Swirl Nozzle (68 Micron)

Super Lightweight (0.3kg/0.66lb) 

Soft Rubber Grip

FATIGUE FREE USE

At just 0.3kg (0.66lb) the STORM® Wand is 
lightweight, designed for prolonged use 
and ensures the wrist is straight at all times.

Ergonomically Designed.
MotorScrubber battery backpack technology, 
guarantees all day comfort with padded back 
support and adjustable waist belt. No trailing 
cables mean the user is fully mobile, enabling 
the freedom to safely disinfect anywhere, for 
an effective disinfection experience.

BACKPACK FEATURES

3-4hr Usage (1hr 50m Continuous)

On-board Solution (Quick Reload)

Lightweight & Fully Adjustable (Fits Any User) 

Multifunctional (Connect backpack 
to STORM® and JET3) 

LIGHTWEIGHT

Backpack secured to the waist 
maintaining perfect posture.
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STORM® delivers targeted, touch point 
disinfection, for proactive virus control. 
(STORM® can be used with any disinfectant)

DESIGNED TO 
HELP FIGHT

Solution Capacity - 1 Litre (0.25gl)
Flow - 77ml/min (2.7oz/min)
Charge Time - 4-8hrs
Weight - Full 5.3kg (11.6lb)  /  Empty 4.5kg (9.9lb)

Liquid Layer Coverage - 75 M2,/Litre (807ft2/0.25gl)
Optimum Spray Distance - 30cm (12”) 



Wipe Out 
The Risk.

M-WIPES FEATURES

On-board System (Attaches To Existing Backpack)

Heavy Duty & Durable Pouches

Quick Wipe Reload 

Single Hand Dispensing

PAT E NT 

P

E N D I N

G
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The patent pending, M-Wipe System allows disinfectant 
to be applied to the reverse side of 3D touch points, 
which are often missed by other spraying machines. 
M-Wipes are a special non-absorbent, PP material, 
designed to apply disinfectant and not dry the surface, 
ensuring the specified contact/dwell time is achieved. 

Fitting to the existing backpack system, the dispenser 
and disposal pouches allow for rapid wipe release and 
convenient wipe disposal. 

•  Firstly spray the front of the 3D touch point  
   with STORM®.

•  Dispense one M-Wipe, then spray the wipe 
   with disinfectant using STORM®. 

•  Wipe the reverse side of the 3D touch point  
   ensuring full coverage.

This method vastly reduces the risk of 
cross infection.
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WIPE DISPENSER POUCH

Dispense wipes with ease 
using our unique split funnel 
system. Holds one roll of 100 
non-absorbent wipes.

WIPE DISPOSAL POUCH

Convenient wipe disposal. 
Pouch includes holster to 
store STORM® on the go.
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How To Use STORM®  & M-Wipes

M-Wipes Kit  (MSS31)

Includes one box of M-Wipes, one wipe dispenser 
and one wipe disposal pouch. 

Individual Item

M-Wipes 1 box = 6 rolls of 100 wipes - MSS30 
Wipe Dispenser Pouch - MSJ62 
Wipe Disposal Pouch - MSJ61 
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One Backpack.
Two Powerful Machines.
Military grade connectors make switching 
between STORM® and JET3 effortless. 
Simply click and go. 

MotorScrubber DMT System

The ultimate deep 
cleaning and virus control 
system Includes STORM®, 
JET3 and BLADE.

To find out more scan the 
QR code below.

+ VIRUS CONTROL

SCAN ME 
DISCOVER 

MORE

Wall Dock mounts 
STORM®, JET3 and 
BLADE to the wall for 
easy storage.

Need more capacity? 

Take the weight off your back
with the foldable bottle carrier. 
Featuring 8 slots for carrying 1 
litre (0.25gl) refill bottles or rolls 
of M-Wipes.

BLADE is the ultimate 
mopping system. The 2 in 
1 ultra-microfibre system 
delivers powerful cleaning 
performance.

High Pressure Pump

Quick Change Solution Bottle

Battery Compartment

Coiled Cables For Manoeuvrability

Adjustable Belt (Fits any user) 
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Military Grade Connector
Connects STORM®/JET3 to the battery.

Anti Drip Check Valve
Connects  STORM®/JET3 to the disinfectant.

Soft Rubber Grip

On Demand Button
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BACKPACK SPECIFICATION STORM™ SPECIFICATION
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STORM®  With Backpack  (MSSTORMCOMP)

STORM® Wand Only  (MSSTORM)

Choose wand only option if you already own 
a MotorScrubber JET/JET3 backpack.

JET3 Machine Only  (MSJET3NOBACKPACK)

Battery Only  (12VA)

Spare batteries are available to increase machine runtime.
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